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Make Your Life Digital

WELCOME
Digital technologies have changed the way we
work, live, and communicate.
We know this huge shift can pose challenges
for your current role. We understand that
advancing and progressing your future career
is important to you.
That’s why we have designed a professional
certification that can make a difference in
your
life. Industry aligned, it can help you stand
out
from the crowd and highlight your
capabilities.
It can boost your credibility. It can transform
you into a specialist in your field.
As Certifed Advance Digital Marketing
Masters, you will be able to dramatically
increase ROI and career performance,
confidently drive and deliver digital
marketing
strategies and campaigns beyond the
boardroom
level.
Become a trailblazer in your industry by
becoming a Certifed Advance Digital
Marketing Masters.
Your digital future awaits.

Who we are?
Ground Cyber is a venture of Ground
Cyber Pvt Ltd. We provide Digital
Marketing Training to Students,
Corporate, Professionals,
Entrepreneurs and Job Seekers

Our Mission:
Our mission is to provide quality education
with 100% practical training with
affordable price and Make Your Life
Digital.
We work with digital industry experts to
design and develop standards that defne
the digital skills and capabilities required
of today’s professionals. Our certifcations
deliver best current practice, theory and
applied skills in digital, and are recognized
and respected across all industry sectors.
Gaining a certifcation from the Digital
Marketing Institute will ensure you have
the essential skills and knowledge needed
to excel as a digital professional. Through
a series of comprehensive, structured
modules you will know how to integrate
key digital tactics, practices into your
marketing techniques, measure and
iterate the success of your digital
marketing strategy

www.groundcyber.com

Why Digital Marketing as a career ?
There’s no getting around the fact that almost all businesses, sooner or later, must
include digital in their marketing activities. And with the demand for digital
marketers outweighing the supply, there are plenty of opportunities out there for
those looking to get into the Feld.
If you are a Student, Professional, Entrepreneurs and Job Seekers or a who is serious
about learning Digital Marketing for personal or organizational growth then Digital
Marketing course is for you. This course will help you build mastery in various
disciplines of Digital Marketing – Search Engine Optimization, Search Engine
Marketing, Social Media Marketing, Social Media Optimization, Email Marketing &
Web Analytics

India’s Most Certified Advance Digital
Marketing Training Delivered by
Ground Cyber
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STUDENTS SUCCESS
STORIES
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Earn Money Online

Facebook Blueprint Certification
Google Analytics Certification
Google Mobile Sites Certification
Google Digital Sales Certification
Ground Cyber's Certificate

Ground Cyber Pvt Ltd

17+ Career Options for You

Why Ground Cyber?
Where the student might prefer a hands-on practical
approach, a busy business owner may prefer the
theories to tune his enterprise accordingly. For the
entrepreneur, Ground Cyber is the best place for a first-hand
experience in understanding how their future startup
can take the first steps successfully.
We have an evolving digital marketing course which
merges next-gen technology with innovative
practices. Liaisons with the leading global brands &
marketing names allow our experts to brainstorm with
the top Internet marketing minds around the world.
Online marketing know-how is an obvious necessity
for any individual who wants to be a part of an
incumbent future where everyone and everything will
exist online. At Ground Cyber, we help individuals become a
collaborative part of this future.
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